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KF360 in
the Time of
Crisis
Multi-rater assessment
ratings staying stable,
even in unstable times.

Dogs barking in the background. Toddler crawling around the floor,
throwing things. Choppy internet connections interrupting page loads and
interfering with video calls.
The novel coronavirus outbreak has, in many
ways, turned the world upside down. But
disruptive distractions are only the tip of the
iceberg. Social distancing, shelter-in-place
orders, illness, and the subsequent economic
toll have caused unprecedented challenges,
for both people and organizations—and, in
turn, increasing stress exponentially.
In this context, clients have questions about
multi-rater assessments: Will the heightened
anxiety and fear discourage people from
rating themselves honestly out of concern
for their jobs? Will people rate others more
favorably out of concern for their well-being?
This has led us to investigate: have patterns in
ratings changed over the past 18 months?
The short answer is no.

Our methodology.
To answer our question, we compared the
average ratings for both skill and importance
over two time periods: January 2019 to April
2019 and January 2020 to April 2020, when
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COVID-19 first affected China, then swept
across most of Europe, Canada, and the
United States, among other regions. The 2019
figures provide baseline data against which to
evaluate the more recent results, potentially
impacted by the crisis.
We analyzed ratings of behavioral
competencies made in our KF360 multirater surveys, which provide employees with
feedback on up to 38 competencies from
the Korn Ferry Leadership Architect (KFLA)
competency framework. We looked at data
from over 10,000 people, from more than
750 organizations, who completed a KF360
assessment, and considered ratings of both
skill and importance. Ratings by the feedback
recipients themselves (what we call selfratings) were analyzed separately from the
ratings made by all of those who provided
feedback (known as total other ratings).

KF360 ratings show stability amid
a crisis.
Conventional wisdom says that
companies should hold off on using multiCopyright © 2020 Korn Ferry. All rights reserved.
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rater assessments following sweeping
organizational change. After all, the
aftershocks of such shakeups can have a
profound effect on people, thus impacting
the results. For the most accurate view, it’s
advisable to wait until after things become a
bit more calm or stable.

But given the extended nature of the
pandemic, and its impact across organizations,
we wanted to see if this guidance would hold.
And what we’ve found is that the results for
skill ratings (see Figure 1) and importance
ratings (see Figure 2) show amazing stability—
both for self-ratings and total other ratings.

Figure 1. KF360 competency skill ratings are stable.

Figure 2. KF360 competency importance ratings are stable.

We are not seeing seismic—or even minor—
shifts in results, even as organizations cope
with the complexity and uncertainty of the
coronavirus crisis. In fact, according to our
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analysis, people continuing to use KF360
multi-rater surveys are, on average, rating
themselves and others similarly to how they
were a year ago.
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At first, these findings seem counterintuitive,
given the transformational changes companies
are facing. So, we took a deeper dive into the
data to explore further.
We first looked closely at the data to see if the
makeup of organizations rolling out KF360
multi-rater initiatives changed over the span of
time. And there were some differences: not all
companies that used multi-raters in 2019 did
so again in 2020, and vice versa.
But several analyses show that the stability in
results is steady. When we restricted analyses

to just those organizations that used KF360
multi-rater surveys in both time periods—or
when we weighted the data to limit the impact
any one firm had—we similarly observed no
differences across time period.
We also took a more focused look on results
by region, comparing ratings made for people
in Asia with those in Europe, Canada, and the
United States. Here, we zeroed in on the subset
of competencies that had sufficient data to
make comparisons, and again, the analysis
found stability over time (see Figures 3 & 4).

Figure 3. Stability of skill scores is also observed regionally.

Figure 4. Stability of importance scores is also observed regionally.
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Interestingly, this does not mean that the
results were constant year to year for all
organizations. For a few companies, we saw a
trend in which ratings rose. For others, there
was a tendency for ratings to dip. And for
some firms, there was no consistent overall
pattern in their ratings—some competencies
went up, while others went down.

Multi-rater surveys continue to
generate solid feedback.
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It is possible that we may see a shift in rating
patterns over time. As some jobs change
to meet the demands of the future, the
importance of different competencies to
success in roles may eventually alter. But for
now, it appears that raters continue to rate
themselves and others as they would have a
year ago. The ratings have sufficient variation
of scores and no surprise in mean scores.
Organizations, then, can rest assured that
they may continue to use multi-raters without
concern about shifts in results.
It’s business as usual for multi-rater KF360
assessments.

About Korn Ferry
Korn Ferry is a global organizational
consulting firm. We work with
organizations to design their
organizational structures, roles, and
responsibilities. We help them hire the
right people and advise them on how
to reward, develop, and motivate their
workforce. And, we help professionals
navigate and advance their careers.
About the Korn Ferry Institute
The Korn Ferry Institute, our research
and analytics arm, was established to
share intelligence and expert points
of view on talent and leadership.
Through studies, books, and a
quarterly magazine, Briefings, we aim
to increase understanding of how
strategic talent decisions contribute
to competitive advantage, growth,
and success.
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